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Toroidal torque is one of the most important consequences of non-axisymmetric fields in tokamaks.

The well-known neoclassical toroidal viscosity (NTV) is due to the second-order toroidal force

from anisotropic pressure tensor in the presence of these asymmetries. This work shows that the

first-order toroidal force originating from the same anisotropic pressure tensor, despite having no

flux surface average, can significantly modify the local perturbed force balance and thus must be

included in perturbed equilibrium self-consistent with NTV. The force operator with an anisotropic

pressure tensor is not self-adjoint when the NTV torque is finite and thus is solved directly for each

component. This approach yields a modified, non-self-adjoint Euler-Lagrange equation that can be

solved using a variety of common drift-kinetic models in generalized tokamak geometry. The

resulting energy and torque integral provides a unique way to construct a torque response matrix,

which contains all the information of self-consistent NTV torque profiles obtainable by applying

non-axisymmetric fields to the plasma. This torque response matrix can then be used to systemati-

cally optimize non-axisymmetric field distributions for desired NTV profiles. Published by AIP
Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4977898]

I. INTRODUCTION

The calculation of perturbed equilibrium is an efficient

approach to understanding the effects of non-axisymmetric

magnetic perturbations in tokamaks, as the non-axisymmetric

magnetic field d~B is typically much smaller than the axisym-

metric magnetic field ~B. Although jd~B=~Bj is small, the effects

of the perturbation can be significant to various channels in

transport and consequently stability, from microscopic to

macroscopic scales. One example, which is particularly rele-

vant to this paper, is the non-ambipolar particle transport

across non-axisymmetric magnetic flux surfaces, which cre-

ates a toroidal torque.

Non-ambipolar transport on non-axisymmetric magnetic

surfaces can be understood within the scope of the neoclassical

theory.1 The resulting toroidal torque is pronounced in toka-

maks and known as neoclassical toroidal viscosity (NTV).2–4

The NTV torque comes from the toroidal co-variant compo-

nent of anisotropic pressure tensor ~eum
� ð~r � dP$Þ, where

~eum
� @~x=dum and the toroidal angle um is defined on true

magnetic surfaces including non-axisymmetric perturbations,

i.e., in the Lagrangian frame, which is different from

~eu � ð~r � dP
$Þ, where u is defined with unperturbed magnetic

surfaces, i.e., in the Eulerian frame. This is an important dis-

tinction, as the prevailing transport theory is formulated in the

Lagrangian frame but the information required to evaluate

transport, such as d~B or perturbed distribution function df, is

primarily calculated in the Eulerian frame.

Note that the NTV torque, ~eum
� ð~r � dP$Þ, is second

order in the perturbation when the flux surface is averaged,

but that ~eu � ð~r � dP
$Þ is a first-order toroidal torque locally

arising from anisotropic pressure tensor. There is no net

torque in the first order, but its modulation amplitude is

of course greater than the amplitudes of second-order

quantities. It is a natural question to ask whether or not this

first-order torque is important in equilibrium force balance

when the second-order NTV torque is substantial. When

both calculations are done together, perturbed equilibrium is

consistent with the toroidal torque and the NTV torque is

self-consistent up to the second order. This self-consistent

torque is the main subject of this paper, and the complete for-

mulation will be given in detail.

The calculation of perturbed equilibrium including ~r � dP$

generally requires solving each vector component in force

balance directly rather than the variational method adopted

for ideal or kinetic energy principles. This is because the

force operator is not self-adjoint any more when the NTV

torque is finite, that is, h~eum
� ð~r � dP$Þi 6¼ 0, where h i is

the flux-surface-average. If the force operator is self-

adjoint, one can see easily that dðdWÞ ¼ ð1=2Þ
Ð
ðd~n � ~F½~n�

þ~n � ~F½d~n�Þ ¼
Ð

d~n � ~F½~n� in the zero-frequency limit, and

thus ~F½~n� ¼ 0 is the only solution for extremum dðdWÞ ¼ 0

with arbitrary variation of displacements d~n. That is, the

minimum energy state dW in the zero-frequency limit

becomes equivalent to the state of perturbed equilibrium.5

The variational method for dW was used by Newcomb to

derive the cylindrical Newcomb equation in ideal MHD,6 which

was then generalized by Glasser for axisymmetric tokamak

geometry.7 Various kinetic energy principles were also discussed

with the variational method with the assumption that

h~eum
� ð~r � dP$Þi ¼ 0. This work will show the toroidal generali-

zation of those kinetic energy principles with the explicit form of

the self-adjoint Euler-Lagrange equation, giving minimized

energy dW. It will also present a derivation of a new non-self-

adjoint Euler-Lagrange equation, giving perturbed energy and

torque, in general, when h~eum
� ð~r � dP$Þi 6¼ 0, by solving the

force balance equation directly and performing the
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corresponding energy and torque integral. Strictly speaking, the

force balance equation is not an Euler-Lagrange equation of a

variational method when the force operator is not self-adjoint.

This is just a convenient terminology adopted here to emphasize

the similarity in appearance. It is important to note that the non-

self-adjoint Euler-Lagrange equation does not give a minimum

state of energy and the corresponding dW is not a direct indicator

of stability, despite accurately describing the energy of the per-

turbed equilibrium state.

The approach taken in this work is unique, but the

MARS-K code8 can also produce kinetic perturbed equilib-

rium solutions in the zero-frequency limit if the same kinetic

model for ~r � dP$ is adopted. Both approaches are linear and

use the single-fluid description with quasi-neutrality and a

simplified Ohm’s law ~E þ~v � ~B ¼ 0. The derivation of the

non-self-adjoint Euler-Lagrange equation in this work

requires the analytic elimination of two vector components

in force balance and thus is algebraically more intensive and

may not be easily extended when higher order physics are

added. This is a disadvantage compared to MARS-K, but the

greatest advantage is that this approach provides the full

eigenmode structure of the solutions. It will be shown that

the integration of the derived Euler-Lagrange equation

leaves a non-Hermitian plasma response matrix, the anti-

Hermitian part of which is a NTV torque response matrix. A

torque response matrix describes all the self-consistent NTV

profiles that can be produced by external 3D fields given an

initial equilibrium. It thus enables the systematic optimiza-

tion of the NTV torque and, more generally, the optimization

of neoclassical 3D transport in perturbed tokamaks.

Note that Ohm’s law without resistivity maintains nested

flux surfaces, which is an important assumption in most neo-

classical models for ~r � dP$ . The work presented here therefore

excludes reconnected magnetic islands when a non-

axisymmetric perturbation is applied, the inclusion of which

remains for future work. In fact, the nested flux surface

assumption generates a well-known problem in NTV calcula-

tions unless ~r � dP$ is self-consistently included. If only the

isotropic pressure, ~rdp, is included in the perturbed equilib-

rium calculation as in the perturbative approach, the energy

and NTV torque arising from ~r � dP$ become singular and

non-integrable on the resonant surfaces. Although some of the

special treatments across the resonant layer have been success-

ful with perturbative approaches in reproducing experimentally

observed kinetic stability9 and NTV,10,11 the self-consistent

approach enables the elimination of those ad-hoc corrections.

The remaining paper is organized as follows: Sec. II

will give the basic aspects of tensor pressure equilibrium, as

well as the assumptions made in this work for the equations

of perturbed equilibrium including ~r � dP$ . In Sec. III, it will

be shown that the equations for ideal perturbed equilibrium

can be derived by directly solving three components of

perturbed force balance, leading to an identical toroidal

Euler-Lagrange equation obtained by the dW minimization

originally used by Glasser. The non-self-adjoint Euler-

Lagrange equation will then be derived in Sec. IV, by includ-

ing perturbed anisotropic pressure tensor in force balance.

The formulation in Sec. IV requires the calculation of per-

turbed distribution function, and thus various drift-kinetic

models will be described and incorporated into the non-self-

adjoint Euler-Lagrange equation in Sec. V. The non-

Hermitian plasma response matrix including NTV torque

will be discussed in Sec. VI. Sec. VII will briefly show how

to include an arbitrary driven force in the balance, which is

followed by summary and discussion in Sec. VIII.

II. FORCE BALANCE WITH TENSOR PRESSURE

Equilibrium force balance in a single fluid description

with quasi-neutrality can be represented in tensor form by

~r � T
$
¼ ~r � P$ ; (1)

where T
$
¼ ~B~B � B2 I

$
=2, and also simply ~r � T

$
¼~j � ~B by

~j ¼ ~r � ~B in the equilibrium. Note that l0 ¼ 1 for conve-

nience, throughout this paper. The particle stress tensor has a

diagonal form as P
$ ¼ p? I

$
þ ðpk � p?Þb̂b̂ with b̂ � ~B=B,

assuming that the gyroradius is small enough q=L� 1. It is

also assumed that the mean speed of fluid is generally small

compared to the random velocity of particles, i.e.,

j~uj2 � j~vj2. Before introducing and separating the non-

axisymmetric component as a perturbation, it is worthwhile

to take a brief look at the three components of Eq. (1)

~B � ð~r � P$Þ ¼ 0; (2)

~eum
� ð~r � P$Þ ¼~j � ~rwp; (3)

~r? p? þ
B2

2

� �
¼~j B2 þ p? � pk

� �
: (4)

Here, ~j ¼ b̂ � ~rb̂ is the curvature vector. The decomposition

is in a magnetic coordinate system ðwm; hm;umÞ, with the

magnetic field ~B ¼ v0ð~rum � ~rwm þ q~rwm � ~rhmÞ, where

q is the safety factor, v � wp is the poloidal flux, and v0

� dv=dwm.

The first two Equations (2) and (3) describe the force bal-

ance on the surface and can be obtained by taking the parallel

and toroidal component of Eq. (1). It is interesting to compare

these two relations with the neoclassical friction-flux relations2

X
s

~B � ð~r � P s

$
Þ

D E
¼ 0; (5)

~eum
� ð~r � P s

$
Þ

D E
¼ q sC

s
NA: (6)

Eq. (5) means that the net parallel viscosity should vanish

when summed over the two species s, for ions and electrons.

The parallel force balance in Eq. (2) similarly means that the

force along the field lines must vanish at every point of

space, giving a stronger constraint than the neoclassical Eq.

(5). Departure from this constraint means the violation of

momentum conservation or quasi-neutrality and requires an

additional force Fk such as from an externally driven Ek.
Equation (6) is what is called neoclassical toroidal viscosity,

giving the non-ambipolar component of particle flux Cs
NA

¼~vs � ~rwp across flux surfaces for each species of charge q s.
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Note that the flux is independent for each species, and the

RHS of Eq. (6) need not vanish when summing over species.

The toroidal force balance in Eq. (3) gives a different

point of view, showing the radial currents associated with

the toroidal torque. Again, this relation should hold locally

and the local distribution of radial currents can significantly

alter the magnetic field in equilibrium through ~j ¼ ~r � ~B.

Sections III–VIII will show the local toroidal torque, and

radial currents in Eq. (3) are finite and first order in the non-

axisymmetric perturbations with either scalar or tensor pres-

sure and in either collisionless or collisional limits. This dif-

fers from the flux-surface-averaged relation in Eq. (6), which

is only finite to the second order with tensor pressure and

collisional or orbital resonant dissipation. As discussed in

much literature,12–14 the equilibrium relation in Eqs. (2)–(4)

holds from the fast MHD to the slower drift MHD scales

� ~k �~vd, unless the collision frequency is faster than that.

Here, ~k is a wave vector typical for perturbations and ~vd is

the equilibrium drift velocity of particles. The transport in an

equilibrium, Eqs. (5)–(6) is smaller by an order in size and

should occur from the drift MHD to momentum diffusion

time scales.

The last equilibrium relation in Eq. (4) includes the

radial component of force, and the toroidal (or poloidal)

component relation in Eq. (3) should be properly used to iso-

late the radial part. Then, it describes how the total pressure,

including thermal pressure and magnetic pressure, is radially

varied. The evaluation of tensor pressure requires a closure,

and this work takes a kinetic approach with pk ¼
Ð

d3vMvkf
and p? ¼

Ð
d3vðMv?=2Þf . The conservation of particle

energy and magnetic moment leads to

pk ¼
X

sr

2pB

M2

ð
dE

ð
dl

2 E� lBð Þ
jvkj

fsr; (7)

p? ¼
X

sr

2pB

M2

ð
dE

ð
dl

lB

jvkj
fsr; (8)

where r � signðvkÞ denoting the co and counter rotating par-

ticles, respectively, and E � mv2=2 and l � mv2
?=2B. An

important assumption in this work is that fs remains

Maxwellian in the axisymmetric configuration before pertur-

bation, i.e., fs ¼ fM ¼ n=ð
ffiffiffi
p
p

vtÞ3e�v2=v2
t , and simply then

pk ¼ p? ¼ p ¼ nT without non-axisymmetric perturbations.

Therefore, the unperturbed equilibrium is just a nominal sca-

lar pressure equilibrium~j � ~B ¼ ~rp.

With a non-axisymmetric perturbation d~B, the perturbed

current is d~j ¼ ~r � d~B by Ampere’s law. The relation to

Lagrangian displacement~nð~xÞ is given by Ohm’s law, with-

out rotation and resistivity, combined with Faraday’s law as

d~B ¼ ~r � ð~n � ~BÞ. Our goal is to find equations for ~n; d~B,

and d~j in force balance and to describe these perturbed quan-

tities on unperturbed magnetic coordinates, i.e., the Eulerian

frame. That is, the magnetic coordinates ðw; h;uÞ represent

the unperturbed magnetic field ~B ¼ v0ð~ru� ~rwþ q~rw

�~rhÞ. The basis vectors in this coordinate system can be

the contravariant ones ð~rw; ~rh; ~ruÞ or covariant ones

ð~ew;~eh;~eu) where each is defined by ~ew � @~x=@w
¼ J ð~rh� ~ruÞ, etc. Any vector ~A can also be decomposed

to the contravariant components such as Aw � ~A � ~rw or

covariant ones such as Aw � ~A �~ew. Note that this Eulerian

formulation requires an important transformation when com-

bined with kinetic approaches formulated in the Lagrangian

frame, as will be shown later.

III. IDEAL FORCE BALANCE AND GLASSER’S
TOROIDAL NEWCOMB EQUATION

This section describes the three components of per-

turbed ideal force balance and the ideal, toroidal Euler-

Lagrange equation derived by Glasser, which is the basic

equation that DCON7 solves and IPEC15 uses. The formula-

tion given here is expanded with tensor pressure in Sec. IV.

The magnetic fields and currents in unperturbed equilib-

rium can be represented by

~B ¼ Bh~eh þ Bu~eu; (9)

~j ¼ jh~eh þ ju~eu; (10)

where Bh ¼ v0=J and Bu ¼ qv0=J , and in the axisymmetric

case, jh ¼ �2pf 0=J and ju ¼ �2pqf 0=J � p0=v0, where

J � 1=ð~rw � ð~rh� ~ruÞÞ is the coordinate Jacobian and

f � Bu. The transformation between covariant and contra-

variant components can be done with the metric tensor,

gij �~ei �~ej.

An ideally perturbed Maxwellian plasma satisfies force

balance given by

d~j � ~B þ~j � d~B � ~rdp ¼ 0: (11)

The parallel component to ~B is simply

~B � ~rdpþ ~rp � d~B ¼ 0; (12)

which means that the pressure is still constant along the per-

turbed field lines. Using d~B ¼ ~r � ð~n � ~BÞ, one can see that

the parallel force balance gives the so-called adiabatic per-

turbed pressure dp ¼ �~n � ~rp. This adiabatic perturbed

pressure can be naturally obtained in the kinetic description

of pressure as shown in Sec. IV. The fluid description makes

the use of the ideal gas law dp ¼ �~n � ~rp� cð~r �~nÞ with

the incompressibility condition

~r �~n ¼ 0; (13)

to enforce the adiabatic perturbed pressure everywhere

including the resonant surfaces. The incompressibility then

relates nk to the other two components for~n?.

The two other components of force balance can be con-

veniently obtained by taking the covariant components of

the force along ~eu and ~ew, defined on the unperturbed mag-

netic field

v0
@dBu

@h
�@dBh

@u

� �
¼ v0J jh

@

@h
þq

@

@u

� �
nw�J @

@u
~n �~rp
� �

;

(14)
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@

@w
p0J nw � v0dBh � qv0dBu

� �

¼ v0
@

@h
þ q

@

@u

� �
dBw þ v00dBh þ qv0ð Þ0dBu

� �

þJ v0 jh
@na

@h
þ ju

@na

@u

� �
þ J jh qv0ð Þ0�juv00

� �
nw

þ p0 J 0nw þ J @n
w

@w

 !
; (15)

where a � qh� u, and the axisymmetric equilibrium rela-

tion v0ðqjh � juÞ ¼ p0 is used in Eq. (15).

The toroidal balance in Eq. (14) is equivalent to

v0djw ¼~eu � ð~j � d~B � ~rdpÞ; (16)

which gives the local distribution of radial current across

flux surfaces and the associated toroidal torque in ideal

MHD. Besides the toroidal torque balance, note that there is

no net first-order torque or radial current in flux-surface-

average, which is also true on the perturbed magnetic surfa-

ces in scalar pressure perturbed equilibrium. It is the aniso-

tropic pressure tensor that provides the non-zero, second

order torque. On the other hand, the LHS of the radial force

balance Eq. (15) is identical to

p0J nw � v0dBh � qv0dBu ¼ J ð~n? � ~rp� ~B � d~BÞ; (17)

which describes the perturbed thermal pressure and magnetic

pressure of the system. This is also proportional to the sur-

face current representing the energy15 and mathematically

can be treated as a conjugate momentum p in a Hamiltonian

system with t! w and x! nw.7

The two balance Eqs. (14) and (15) have mixed repre-

sentation across contravariant and covariant components of

the perturbed quantities, which are simply related to each

other by metric tensors. Using d~j ¼ ~r � d~B and d~B ¼ ~r
�ð~n � ~BÞ, one can obtain two coupled partial differential

equations determining the two components of displacement

na and nw.

The partial differential equations are then transformable

to ordinary vector equations by Fourier representation for

poloidal and toroidal periodic variations,

nðw;aÞðw; h;uÞ ¼
X
m;n

nðw;aÞmn ðwÞeiðmh�nuÞ: (18)

From here, two matrix vectors will be defined to represent

the retained poloidal modes of displacement in their ele-

ments as

Nðw;aÞ � fnðw;aÞmn jmmin 	 m 	 mmaxg; (19)

for each n separately. The scalar and differential operators

become matrix operators. For example, an arbitrary matrix X
is defined with elements

Xmm0 �
1

2p

þ
dhX hð Þei m0�mð Þh; (20)

which represents the poloidal mode coupling in toroidal

geometry. Note that the toroidal mode numbers are

decoupled in perturbed tokamaks but that this formulation is

easily expandable to stellarator geometry keeping the toroi-

dal mode coupling. With the spectral representation, Eqs.

(14) and (15) become

AiNa þ BiN
0
w þ CiNw ¼ 0; (21)

ðDiN
0
w þ EiNw þ B†

i NaÞ0 ¼ E†
i N
0
w þ HiNw þ C†

i Na: (22)

The matrices Ai;Bi;Ci; Di, Ei, and Hi are functions of

the geometry, current, and pressure gradient, as shown in the

Appendix. These two relations and their matrices are identi-

cal to Glasser’s derivation by energy minimization,7 provid-

ing explicit proof of the equivalence between the minimum

energy state and perturbed equilibrium. The self-adjointness

of the force operator is manifested here by Ai ¼ A†
i ;

Di ¼ D†
i ; Hi ¼ H†

i , and Bi; Ci; Ei appearing twice through

their adjoint matrices. These Hermitian properties are

required for energy principles but are not fundamental to the

tensor pressure equilibrium calculation.

Note that the toroidal balance, Eq. (21), algebraically

relates the in-surface displacement to the radial displace-

ment. Eliminating Na accordingly, one can obtain

ðFiN
0
w þ KiNwÞ0 � ðK†

i N
0
w þGiNwÞ ¼ 0; (23)

with the ideal composite matrices

Fi ¼ Di � B†
i A
�1
i Bi; (24)

Ki ¼ Ei � B†
i A
�1
i Ci; (25)

Gi ¼ Hi � C†
i A
�1
i Ci: (26)

This is the Euler-Lagrange equation in toroidal geometry

derived by Glasser. Compared to the cylindrical equation

derived by Newcomb, ðfnw0Þ0 � gnw ¼ 0; Fi ¼ F†
i , and Gi

¼ G†
i include coupling between poloidal modes, in addition

to the contribution by new non-Hermitian matrix Ki.

The ideal toroidal Euler-Lagrange equation contains reg-

ular singular points at every rational surface, which require

additional layer physics for resolution. This can be seen from

the structure of the composite matrices, Fi ¼ Q�FiQ and

Ki ¼ Q�Ki. Here, the matrix Q is the singular factor defined

as Qmm0 � ðm� nqÞdmm0 , and �Fi and �Ki are non-singular

everywhere as shown in the Appendix. The ideal solution

is obtained by imposing the ideal jump condition

ðJ d~B � ~rwÞmn ¼ 0 at each surface. The ideal stability code

DCON achieves this ideal constraint by equivalently elimi-

nating large resonant solution in the asymptotic limit

approaching each surface. The full details of the treatment

are given in Ref. 7.

The results above are obtained by directly solving three

components of force balance, and the question of stability of

the system is a separate issue. The ideal perturbed equilib-

rium calculation above is valid in the presence of a conduct-

ing wall even if dWno�wall < 0, as long as dWwall > 0, that is,

as long as the system is actually stable with the wall. The

force balance calculation is equivalent to the minimum

dWno�wall state since there is no current at the wall in the
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equilibrium state. Despite the conceptual validity of ideal

perturbed equilibrium on either side of the no-wall limit, the

solution becomes singular at the no-wall limit. This is obvi-

ously problematic and should be either non-linearly saturated

or corrected by non-ideal physics. Recently, it has been

shown that the kinetic effect of an anisotropic pressure

tensor is an important physics element in resolving this

discrepancy.16

IV. FORCE BALANCE EQUATION WITH ANISOTROPIC
PRESSURE

This section will extend the force balance with the

anisotropic pressure tensor

~r � dP$ ¼ ~r � ððdpk � dp?Þb̂b̂ þ dp? I
$
Þ; (27)

perturbed from a Maxwellian plasma pk ¼ p? under the first

gyroradius ordering. In this ordering and assumption, the

perturbed anisotropic pressures dpk ¼
Ð

d3vMv2
kdf and dp?

¼
Ð

d3vðMv2
?=2Þdf relevant for ~r � dP$ become simply

dpk ¼
X

sr

2pB

M2
s

ð
dE

ð
dl

2 E� lBð Þ
jvkj

dfsr; (28)

dp? ¼
X

sr

2pB

M2
s

ð
dE

ð
dl

lB

jvkj
dfsr: (29)

The calculation of dpkðw; h;uÞ and dp?ðw; h;uÞ requires the

evaluations of B and df in the Eulerian frame, requiring a

transformation for the Lagrangian df in the transport theory.

A. Eulerian vs. Lagrangian magnetic coordinates

In the presence of non-axisymmetry, the drift-kinetic

equation for df is most conveniently formulated on the true

magnetic coordinates ðwm; hm;umÞ, including the small non-

axisymmetry, i.e., the Lagrangian frame. However, the force

balance is obtained by introducing small perturbations upon

the axisymmetric force balance and thus on the unperturbed

magnetic coordinates ðw; h;uÞ, i.e., the Eulerian frame. This

difference requires an important correction for the distribu-

tion function

df ð~xÞ ¼ df ð~x þ~nÞ �~n � ~rf ; (30)

leading also to dP
$ð~xÞ ¼ dP

$ð~x þ~nÞ �~n � ~rP$ , in the first

order. Therefore, for Maxwellian plasma f ¼ fM, the force

balance d~j � ~B þ~j � d~B � ~r � dP$ð~xÞ ¼ 0 becomes

d~j � ~B þ~j � d~B þ ~r ~n? � ~rp
� �

� ~r � dP$ð~x þ~nÞ ¼ 0: (31)

The last term above, called the non-adiabatic part of per-

turbed pressure,14 is the anisotropic pressure tensor calcu-

lated using a Lagrangian perturbed distribution function

typically found in the transport theory. The adiabatic part,

dp ¼ �~n? � ~rp, requires only the unperturbed pressure.

Note neither the ideal gas law nor the incompressibility con-

dition is necessary with this kinetic closure.

The field required to evaluate the perturbed distribution

function df ð~B; ~EÞ should also be in the Lagrangian frame

and needs corrections as d~Bð~x þ~nÞ ¼ d~Bð~xÞ þ~n � ~r~B and

dUð~x þ~nÞ ¼ dUð~xÞ þ~n � ~rU if the perturbation on the

radial electric field is also considered. The correction for the

magnetic field is particularly important due to the strong

inhomogeneity of B / 1=R in tokamak geometry, as has

been shown in attempts to accurately estimate NTV with

non-axisymmetric variations in the field strength.17,18

This difference, i.e., transport formulated in the

Lagrangian but equilibrium in the Eulerian frame, is the key

to understand the identity

~eum
� ~r � dP$

D E
ðwm;hm;umÞ

¼ �in ~n � d~F ~n
	 
D E

ðw;h;uÞ
; (32)

as proved in Ref. 19. This equation shows the fundamental

connection between the theory of non-axisymmetric neoclas-

sical transport and that of kinetic stability in tokamaks. The

torque is the reactive and imaginary energy, which has been

ignored in collisionless kinetic energy principles to maintain

self-adjointness. The torque becomes finite and important in

the presence of collisions, and the treatment of collisions is

what has made the neoclassical theory differ significantly

from the kinetic stability theory.

B. Parallel force balance and action variation

The parallel force balance with ~r � dP$ is determined by

~B � ð~r � dP$Þ ¼ 0 since the ideal part is eliminated by ~B �
~rdpþ ~rp � d~B ¼ 0 with dp ¼ �~n? � ~rp and d~B ¼ ~r
�ð~n � ~BÞ. So, one just has

~B � ~rdpk � ðdpk � dp?Þðb̂ � ~rBÞ ¼ 0: (33)

Interestingly, it is automatically satisfied since

~B � ~rdpk ¼
X

s

2pB

Ms

ð
dEdldfs b̂ � ~r Bjvkj

� �� �

¼
X

s

2pB

Ms

ð
dEdldfs jvkj �

v2
?

2jvkj

 !
b̂ � ~r~B

¼ dpk � dp?
� �

b̂ � ~rBð Þ; (34)

provided that

X
s

1

Ms

ð
dEdl Bjvkj

� �
b̂ � ~rdfs
� �

¼ 0: (35)

This condition holds sufficiently if b̂ � ~rdfs ¼ 0, that is, if

the perturbed distribution function is constant along the field

lines as dfs ¼ dfsðE; l;w; aÞ. It is also consistent with the

typical assumptions of the non-axisymmetric neoclassical

transport theory in the long mean-free-path regime, where

dfs is solved by orbit averaging.1,2,20 This leaves only two

components in the force balance to determine ~n, and thus ~n
is seemingly underdetermined. However, the orbit averaging

process also automatically eliminates the parallel displace-

ment nk.
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Note that no parallel component in the anisotropic pres-

sure tensor force also implies

~r � ððdpk � dp?Þb̂Þ þ b̂ � ~rdp? ¼ 0 (36)

and gives a convenient form for the anisotropic pressure

tensor

~r � dP$ ¼ ðdpk � dp?Þ~j þ ~rdp? � b̂ðb̂ � ~rdp?Þ; (37)

where the curvature vector~jB2 ¼ ~r?ðpþ B2=2Þ. Using Eq.

(37), one can formulate the other two covariant components

of the force balance, i.e.,~eu � d~F and~ew � d~F.

As shall be seen, these two components are closely

related to the variation in the field strength and the action.

The non-axisymmetric variation in the action is defined and

is given by

dJ � d
þ

Mvkdl

� �
¼ M

v0

þ
dhd JBvk
� �

¼
þ

dh
JB

vkv0
3lB� 2Eð Þ ~n? �~j

� �
þ lB ~r �~n?

� �� �
; (38)

on the coordinates ðw; h; a ¼ qh� uÞ. This includes the dis-

placement of magnetic field lines through dJ , which is often

neglected in NTV theories but is not ignorable. Even in

Hamada coordinates, this effect gives J ! 1þ ð~r �~nÞ. The

subscript for each species s is omitted here for simplification

and will be omitted throughout this paper unless it is neces-

sary. As shown in Ref. 19, the parallel component of dis-

placement~nk does not have any contribution and thus can be

dropped.

C. Toroidal and radial force balance

The toroidal and radial balance can be obtained by eval-

uating �~eu � ð~r � dP
$Þ and �~ew � ð~r � dP

$Þ and combining

with the ideal force balance. The extended toroidal balance

becomes

v0djw ¼~eu � ð~j � d~B � ~rdp� ~r � dP$Þ (39)

and gives the distribution of the first-order toroidal torque by

each term and non-ambipolar currents. The radial balance is

also extended, and the LHS of Eq. (15), i.e., the term requir-

ing the radial derivative, becomes J ð~n? � ~rp� dp?
�~B � d~BÞ, representing the perturbed thermal pressure and

magnetic pressure on the flux surface. The perturbed thermal

pressure now includes both adiabatic and non-adiabatic con-

tributions in the isotropic pressure.

To form a matrix representation of the remaining equa-

tions, we define linear operators

Ŝ ¼ 1

B2

@

@w
pþ B2

2

� �
� v0~B � ~rh� ~ru

� �
B3

@B

@h
; (40)

T̂ ¼ v0~B � ~rw� ~rh
� �

B3

@B

@h
; (41)

X̂ ¼ @

@w
þ @lnJ

@w
� v0~B � ~rh� ~ru

� �
B2

� �
@

@h
þ q

@

@u

� �

� 1

J
@

@h
v0J ~B � ~rh� ~ru

� �
B2

� �
; (42)

Ẑ ¼ v0~B � ~rw� ~rh
� �

B2

� �
@

@h
þ q

@

@u

� �

þ 1

J
@

@h
v0J ~B � ~rw� ~rh

� �
B2

� �
� @

@u
(43)

and two kinetic multipliers

wk �
JB 2E� 2lBð Þ

vkv0
; w? �

J lB2

vkv0
: (44)

These operators are related to the action integral. One

can show

~n �~j
~r �~n?

" #
¼ Ŝ T̂
X̂ Ẑ

" #
nw

na

" #
; (45)

and thus

dJ ~n
	 

¼
þ

dh
w? � wk

w?

" #T

Ŝ T̂
X̂ Ẑ

" #
nw

na

" #
: (46)

Using these operators, Eqs. (7), (8), and (37), the radial

and toroidal force balances become

J~ew � ~r�dP
$

� �
�J~eu � ~r�dP

$
� �

2
4

3
5¼� Ŝ T̂

X̂ Ẑ

" #

J dp?�dpk
� �
J dp?

" #

¼�2pv0

M2

ð
dEdl

Ŝ T̂
X̂ Ẑ

" #

w?�wk

w?

" #
df½ �;

(47)

where ½ �
 indicates the transpose matrix with the adjoint

operation for each element, i.e., Ŝ
; T̂ 
; X̂ 
; Ẑ
. Note again

that the sum of each species s and sign of vk is omitted for

simplicity. In the orbit averaged formulation, formally one

has df ¼ L½dJ � depending on the model of collisions, where

L is a linear operator independent of h. Then,

J~ew � ~r � dP
$

� �
�J~eu � ~r � dP

$
� �

2
4

3
5

¼ � 2pv0

M2

ð
dEdl

Ŝ T̂
X̂ Ẑ

" #

w? � wk

w?

" #

�
þ

dhL
w? � wk

w?

" #T
Ŝ T̂
X̂ Ẑ

" #
nw

na

" #2
4

3
5: (48)

The extra minus sign for the toroidal balance is used for

the difference between the coordinate a and u. One can see

that the symmetric self-adjoint structure will hold in the
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force balance if the operator L is self-adjoint. It is the colli-

sional process that breaks the self-adjointness in the operator

L and force operator d~F, as will become clear in the energy

integral shown later.

The two balance equations are three-dimensional partial

differential equations but can be reduced to ordinary vector

equations using the spectral analysis for periodic coordinates

ðh;uÞ. It is convenient to separate the first order derivative

for nw as in the ideal case using

X̂ ¼ @

@w
þ Ŷ : (49)

Then, each term for the variation in the field strength

becomes

~n? �~j ¼ SNw þ TNa; (50)

~r �~n? ¼ N0w þ YNw þ ZNa; (51)

where the matrices S;T;Y;Z are obtained using Eq. (20) for

each operator Ŝ ; T̂ ; Ŷ ; Ẑ . The action variation in Eq. (46)

becomes

dJ ¼ W@N0w þWwNw þWaNa; (52)

where the row matrix vectors are defined as

W@ � W?; (53)

Ww � ðW? �WkÞSþW?Y; (54)

Wa � ðW? �WkÞTþW?Z: (55)

The elements of the sub-matrices Wk and W? provide the

orbit integration in velocity space

Wk;mn ¼
þ

dh
JB 2E� 2lBð Þ

vkv0
ei m�nqð Þh; (56)

W?;mn ¼
þ

dh
J lB2

vkv0
ei m�nqð Þh: (57)

The extra factor e�inqh is required since the action integral

should be done with fixed a. In tokamaks, Eq. (52) represents

each element of dJn in dJ ¼ dJneina. Using df
ðE; l;w; aÞ ¼ dfnðE; l;wÞeina, each Fourier element of the

toroidal and radial tensor forces becomes

J~eu � ð~r � dP
$Þ

h i
mn
¼ v0

M2

ð
dEdlWa†

mndfn; (58)

J~ew � ð~r � dP
$Þ

h i
mn
¼ v0

M2

@

@w

ð
dEdlW@†

mndfn

� �

� v0

M2

ð
dEdl Ww†

mndfn

� �
; (59)

and further one needs a kinetic model to have the perturbed

distribution function df, which will be discussed in Sec. V.

Nonetheless, considering dJ ¼ W@N0w þWwNw þWaNa and

df ¼ L½dJ �, one can always reduce two force balances to

AkNa þ BuN
0
w þ CuNw ¼ 0; (60)

ðDkN
0
w þ EuNw þ B†

l NaÞ0 ¼ E†
l N
0
w þ HkNw þ C†

l Na; (61)

unless L involves the radial derivatives of dJ . The above

equations look similar to the ideal force balance in Eqs. (21)

and (22), but there are important differences. The matrices

now have kinetic contributions with a quadratic form related

to the matrices W@ , Ww; Wa, in addition to the ideal contri-

butions. Due to the collision term, the matrices Ak;Dk;Hk

are not Hermitian any more, and Bu 6¼ Bl; Cu 6¼ Cl;
Eu 6¼ El.

The detailed form of each matrix will be discussed in

Sec. V. To shorten the description of the matrices, define the

Mij as

Maa Ma@ Maw

M@a M@@ Mdw

Mwa Mw@ Mww

2
664

3
775 �

Ak Bu Cu

B†
l Dk Eu

C†
l E†

l Hk

2
664

3
775; (62)

and also the Mij
I as

Maa
I Ma@

I Maw
I

M@a
I M@@

I M@w
I

Mwa
I Mw@

I Mww
I

2
664

3
775 �

Ai Bi Ci

B†
i Di Ei

C†
i E†

i Hi

2
64

3
75; (63)

for the ideal matrices, which give MI ¼ M†
I . Then, df

¼ L½dJ � leads to

Mij ¼ Mij
I �

v0

M2

ð
dEdl Wi†L Wj½ �ð Þ; (64)

when it is combined with the ideal force balance. The kinetic

correction to the ideal matrices MI is small in low b, but the

importance increases in high b plasmas. In any case, the

kinetic correction gives the resolution of the singularity at

the rational surfaces whenever the torque is finite.

D. Non-self-adjoint Euler-Lagrange equation

Equations (60) and (61) can be combined similar to the

ideal equations, giving a new Euler-Lagrange equation

ðFkN
0
w þ KuNwÞ0 � ðK†

l N
0
w þGkNwÞ ¼ 0 (65)

but with non-Hermitian composite matrices

Fk ¼ Dk � B†
l A
�1
k Bu; (66)

Ku ¼ Eu � B†
l A
�1
k Cu; (67)

Kl ¼ El � C†
l A
�1
k Bu; (68)

Gk ¼ Hk � C†
l A
�1
k Cu: (69)

The nature of singularity of the equation is also changed.

The composite matrices can be decomposed

Fk ¼ Q�FkQ� P†
l Q�QPu þ R1; (70)
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Ku ¼ Q�Ku þ R2; (71)

Kl ¼ �KlQþ R3; (72)

where the sub-matrices �Fk; Pl; Pu; �Kl; �Ku; R1;2;3 are all

non-singular as given in the Appendix. In the ideal case, the

matrix Fi is semi-positive definite Hermitian and detðFÞ ¼ 0

at the rational surfaces wr, where qðwrÞ ¼ m=n. With the

kinetic correction without the torque, as found in collision-

less kinetic energy principles, F is still Hermitian, but

detðFÞ ¼ 0 can occur at w ¼ wr � rL;wr þ rR on either side

of the rational surfaces or detðFÞ becomes positive definite.

When the singular surface is split, the singularity becomes

logarithmic rather than power-like and is integrable. The

split of the singular surface occurs typically when the correc-

tion is locally destabilizing, as can be shown analytically in a

cylindrical limit. When the torque is finite, detðFÞ becomes

complex and the singularity is removed in the solution, as

well as in the torque integral. This is a consequence of the

self-consistent treatment of torque.

In the presence of torque, the Euler-Lagrange equation

is a regular second-order vector differential equation and

thus can be integrated throughout w from the magnetic axis

to the edge of the plasma. Assigning the regular condition at

the magnetic axis, i.e., Nw ¼~0, there are M linearly indepen-

dent solutions when M number of poloidal modes are

retained. The M coefficients of a perturbed equilibrium are

determined by the prescribed boundary deformation in a

fixed boundary problem or by the applied external field in a

free boundary problem where the boundary deformation can

be determined by virtual casing principle as used for IPEC.

V. DRIFT-KINETIC SOLUTIONS FOR ANISOTROPIC
PRESSURE FORCE

Formation of the matrices described in Sec. IV, M and

all other composite matrices in the non-Hermitian Euler-

Lagrange equation (65), requires the calculation of df. The

relevant kinetic model in the first-order gyroradius ordering

is the drift-kinetic equation

@f

@t
þ ~vk þ~vd

� �
� ~rf þ _U

@f

@U
¼ Ĉ f½ �; (73)

where U � Eþ q s/ is the total guiding-center energy. Note

that qs is the charge of species, i.e., þZ for ions and �1 for

electrons, but the subscript s will be omitted hereafter for

simplicity. Taking the parallel force balance b̂ � ~rdf ¼ 0

for each species up the first order, the drift-kinetic equation

can be averaged over the bounce motion of trapped particles

and over the cyclic motion of passing particles in terms

of poloidal angle h. By linearizing the equation from the axi-

symmetric Maxwellian equilibrium

@df

@t
þ h~vd � ~raib

@df

@a
þ h~vd � ~rwib

@fM

@w

þ hd _Uib
@fM

@U
¼ Ĉb df½ �; (74)

where the subscript b denotes the orbit averaging. This is

equivalent to the Hastie’s form13,21

@df

@t
� 1

qv0
Jw

JU

@df

@a
� dJa

JU

@fM

@w

� �
� dJ t

JU

@fM

@U
¼ Ĉb df½ �; (75)

where the subscript in J denotes the partial derivatives with

respect to each variable. This equation becomes analytically

tractable if additional ordering assumptions are made. The

treatments presented below are used and published by

various authors in works on the kinetic energy principle and

neoclassical non-ambipolar transport but here are further

generalized without geometric simplifications. When the

solution for df is used to evaluate the matrix M, the force bal-

ance Eqs. (60) and (61) give the eigenfunctions minimizing

kinetic energy integral or perturbed equilibrium self-

consistent with NTV.

A. Force balance in fast MHD: Kruskal-Oberman (KO)

The collisionless kinetic energy principle originated

from the early work by Kruskal-Oberman (KO).12 The KO

limit essentially describes the energy associated with kinetic

motions of particles frozen to the magnetic lines of force, in

addition to ideal MHD in the fast MHD time scales, by

strictly neglecting the particle drift and collisions

@

@t
df � dJ

@J=@U

@fM

@U

� �
¼ 0: (76)

The perturbed distribution function here is identical to ones

obtained with the Lagrange multiplier in the KO approach.

The solution simply becomes

dfko ¼ �
xb

2pT
fMdJ ; (77)

where xb is the bounce frequency and T is the temperature

of the species. The matrix M in the KO limit can then be

obtained by

Mij
ko ¼ Mij

I þ
v0

2pM2T

ð
dEdl xbfMWi†Wj

� �
: (78)

It is obvious that Mko ¼ M†
ko as in ideal MHD, which is

expected from the collisionless kinetic energy principle.

This KO limit describes the kinetic perturbed equilibrium

state accessible in the fast MHD time scale, but the equilib-

rium should evolve further due to the drift motions of par-

ticles. Note that in the KO limit, the kinetic contributions

from both ions and electrons become identical if Ti¼ Te,

ni ¼ ne, and

Mko;ion ¼ Mko;electron: (79)

This can be seen from the action integral, and thus

ðxbfMWi†WjÞ=M2 / ne�E=Tf ðE; lÞ other than geometry and

field dependency.

B. Force balance in drift MHD: Krook,
superbanana-plateau (SBP)

On the slower time scale of the particle drift motion, the

time derivatives in the drift kinetic equation (74) can be
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ignored in perturbed equilibrium. This gives a drift kinetic

equation

h~vd � ~raib
@df

@a
þ h~vd � ~rwib

@fM

@w
¼ Ĉb df½ �: (80)

The corresponding kinetic energy principle can be developed

by neglecting collisions as shown in Refs. 13, 14, and 22.

Collisions break the energy conservation in the temporal

evolution of the perturbation, and thus the energy principle

cannot be used to assess the stability of the system with colli-

sions. The collisions also generate non-ambipolar diffusion

and toroidal torque, which is an important phenomenon

known as neoclassical toroidal viscosity (NTV) transport by

Shaing.2 If the collision operator is approximated by the

Krook form Ĉb½df � ¼ ��ðEÞdf , the df can be obtained in

integral form and can reproduce the drift-MHD kinetic

energy principle,14 NTV in the superbanana-plateau (SBP)

regime,23,24 and combined-regime NTV approxima-

tion.17,25,26 In this case, the perturbed distribution function is

dfkr ¼ �
1

2pq
inxb

inxp þ �
@fM

@v
dJ ; (81)

where the orbit-averaged precession frequency xp � xE

þxBðE; lÞ is the sum of the electric and magnetic precession

frequencies, respectively,

xE ¼
dU
dv

; (82)

xB ¼
1

q
l

dB

dv
� 2E� 2lBð Þ d

dv
ln JBð Þ

 �
b

: (83)

The matrix M in the Krook model then becomes

Mij
kr ¼ Mij

I þ
v0

2pqM2

ð
dEdl

inxb

inxp þ �
@fM

@v
Wi†Wj: (84)

The KO and SBP limits can be addressed by

dfko ¼ lim
xE!1

dfkr; Mij
ko ¼ lim

xE!1
Mij

kr; (85)

dfsbp ¼ lim
xE ! 0

� ! 0

dfkr; Mij
sbp ¼ lim

xE ! 0

� ! 0

Mij
kr: (86)

Note that the SBP limit also holds Msbp ¼ M†
sbp, in two spe-

cies plasmas with Ti¼Te and n i ¼ ne. This is due to the can-

cellation of the imaginary part between ions and electrons.

Using lim�!0 �=ðx2 þ �2Þ ¼ pdðxÞ

= Mij
sbp

� �
¼ v0

2qM2

ð
dEdld xBð Þ xb

@fM

@v
Wi†Wj

� �
: (87)

Similar to the KO limit, the quantity ðxbð@fM=@vÞ
Wi†WjÞ=M2 is identical for ions and electrons. The integral

with the delta function is finite through the point xBðE; lÞ
¼ 0 and is identical for both species despite the sign depen-

dence in the magnetic precession since dðxÞ ¼ dð�xÞ.
Therefore, the sign remaining in q makes ion and electron

contributions cancel each other in summation. This

cancellation occurs, of course, only when � is low enough

for both ions and electrons to be in the SBP regime and only

when xE ¼ 0. Nonetheless, a local region near the pedestal

in thermonuclear tokamaks can satisfy both conditions and

thus may enter this zero torque regime.

C. Force balance in drift MHD: Lorentz

A more frequently used collision model in the drift-

kinetic equation is the Lorentz pitch-angle operator

C df½ � ¼ �
vk
B

� �
@

@l
Mvkl

@df

@l

� �
: (88)

The orbit averaged form in Eq. (80) then gives

dJ ¼ � q
@fM
@v

2pxp

xb
df þ i

�

n

@

@l

ð
dl

Mvk
B

� �
l
@df

@l

� �� �
: (89)

The solution for df with the pitch-angle operator is analyti-

cally intractable and thus, in general, requires solving cou-

pled differential equations with force balance. One way to

examine the structure of the solution is to make asymptotic

evaluations, leading to the popular 1=� regime or � �
ffiffiffi
�
p

regime.20,27

1. 1=m regime

The 1=� regime is a characteristic transport process that

can be found only in non-axisymmetric configuration. If the

precession is slow compared to the collision rates, i.e.,

xp � �, one can ignore the first term in the RHS of Eq. (89)

and obtain the solution by integration. Integration by parts

gives

Mij
1=� ¼ Mij

I þ i
nv0

qM2

ð
dEdl

1

�

@fM
@v

Ð
dlWi†

Ð
dlWj

K ; (90)

where K � l
Ð

dl
Mvk

B , and complete generality in tokamak

geometry has been retained. The 1=� approximation results

in a purely anti-Hermitian addition to the ideal force, which

breaks the self-adjointness of the force operator. There is no

kinetic contribution to the Hermitian part from the first order

solution in the expansion of xp=�.

2. m2
ffiffiffi
m
p

regime

The opposite limit is analytically solvable, as can be

seen by ignoring the second term in the RHS of Eq. (89).

The solution then simply gives what can be obtained by the

Krook operator in the limit � ! 0, i.e., Mij
� ¼ lim�!0 Mkr.

The anti-Hermitian part, or toroidal torque, appears from

the next order correction as described in Ref. 21. One can

show

Mij
� ¼ Mij

I þ
v0

2pqM2

ð
dEdl

xb

xp

@fM

@v
Wi†Wj þ i

v0

4p2nqM2

�
ð

dEdl�K @fM

@v
@

@l
xbWi†

xp

 !
@

@l
xbWj

xp

 !
: (91)
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The anti-Hermitian part above is unfortunately non-

integrable in l space due to the @=@l steepened singularity.

This mathematical singularity can be removed by restoring

the collision operator in a thin layer at the trapped-passing

boundary as shown in Ref. 27, resulting in a more compli-

cated formulation and in the
ffiffiffi
�
p

regime.

The purpose here is to simply demonstrate the quadratic

dependency of force balance on the action integral compo-

nents with the Lorentz model. It should be emphasized that a

model with a Krook operator is more practical than regime

based approaches due to several important reasons described

in Ref. 17; (1) It is difficult to choose a dominant regime due

to significant overlapping and rapid variations of xE vs. �, in

radial and also in energy space. (2) The connection of differ-

ent regimes in velocity space that addresses this has not been

extended to include transport through orbit resonances.28 (3)

Orbit resonances, such as bounce-harmonic and transit-

harmonic resonances, are what typically dominant transport

since particles in orbit resonance do not undergo phase-

mixing and are effective in the 1=� regime.29

D. Force balance in drift MHD: Krook with orbit
resonances

The formulation given previously for a Krook model

can be easily extended for trapped particle bounce-harmonic

resonances and passing particle transit-harmonic resonances

when xE � Oðxb;xtÞ. One can expand dfk‘s ¼
P

r‘ dfr‘Pr‘,

where the phase factor Pr‘ ¼ e�i2pð‘�cnqÞrhðhÞ with hðhÞ
� ð
Ð h
�ht

dhJBva
D=vkÞ=

Þ
dhJBva

D=vk. Here, c ¼ 1ð0Þ for

passing (trapped) particles.

With the expansion above, the orbit-averaged distribu-

tion function is

dfk‘s ¼
X
r‘

1

2pq
inxb;t

i ‘� cnqð Þxb;t � nxp

	 

� �

@fM

@v
dJr‘; (92)

where xb;t is the bounce frequency for trapped and passing

frequency for passing particles. The action integration dJr‘

can be obtained simply by modifying Eqs. (56) and (57)

Wk;r‘mn ¼
þ

dh
JB 2E� 2lBð Þ

vkv0
Pr‘ei m�nqð Þh; (93)

W?;r‘mn ¼
þ

dh
J lB2

vkv0
Pr‘ei m�nqð Þh: (94)

Note that the bounce integral
Þ

dh includes each half (co and

counter) for trapped particles in the present notation. Also,

xt ¼ rjxtj, while xb is always positive. The matrix M is

then

Mij
k‘s ¼ Mij

I �
v0

2pqM2
�
X
rr0‘

ð
dEdl

� inxb;t

i ‘� anqð Þxb;t � nxp

	 

� �

@fM
@v

Wi†
r0‘W

j
r‘: (95)

The asymptotic behaviors of this formulation recover a num-

ber of interesting regimes. This formulation of the force

balance recovers the collisionless kinetic energy principle

derived by Porcelli14

dfpo ¼ lim
�!0

dfk‘s; Mij
po ¼ lim

�!0
Mij

k‘s: (96)

Another interesting limit is the Chew-Goldberger-Low

(CGL) double adiabatic limit, as it has been shown that

xE !1 limit of dWk with all ‘ summation is identical to

dWcgl.
9 Thus

dfcgl ¼ lim
xE!1

dfk‘s; Mij
cgl ¼ lim

xE!1
Mij

k‘s: (97)

The orbit resonance is a critical process to enhance

transport and is essential to describe kinetic stabilization and

neoclassical toroidal viscosity. This is true even if the plasma

rotation is generally low, as expected in ITER, since local

xE can still be large enough to resonate with xb, xt, or xB of

some fraction of particles. In the self-consistent force bal-

ance, however, a subtlety arises since dfk‘s ¼ dfk‘sðw; h; aÞ,
that is, the perturbed distribution function has a gradient

along the field line. First, this can break the parallel force

balance Eq. (35) since obviously now b̂ � ~rdfk‘s 6¼ 0, and

next, the variation in the action Eq. (38) is no longer inde-

pendent of nk. The parallel force balance can hold in princi-

ple if nk is maintained to balance b̂ � ~rdfk‘s 6¼ 0 for each

species and between co and counter-rotating particles,

although the meaning of nk is ambiguous in the kinetic the-

ory. Within the scope of this paper, the force balance with

orbit resonances is only an approximation. Indeed, one can

show that b̂ � dfk‘s is cancelled between co and counter-

rotating particles at the turning points, which typically domi-

nate transport. More rigorous treatment of the parallel force

balance with strong precession and orbit resonances will be

discussed in a separate paper.

VI. ENERGY AND TORQUE INTEGRAL

The energy and toroidal torque associated with perturba-

tions can be obtained by integrating
Ð

dx3ð~n � d~FÞ, where the

perturbed force d~F � d~j � ~B þ~j � d~B � ~r � dP$ . In force

balance, d~F ¼ 0 and thus perturbations have no total energy

and torque of their own. This implies that an external system,

such as non-axisymmetric coils, must provide energy and

torque to the plasma. If only the energy and torque of the

plasma volume are considered, i.e.,
Ð

pdx3ð~n � d~FÞ, the inte-

gral becomes

2dW þ i
su

n
¼ 2p

ð
dwdhduJ nw
dFw � na
dFu

� �
; (98)

when dFk ¼ 0. Here, all the quantities are complex due to

toroidal Fourier decomposition. Then, Eq. (47) implies

2dW þ i
su

n
¼ 2dWI �

2pv0

M2

ð
dwdudEdl dJ
dfð Þ; (99)

where dWI is the perturbed energy in ideal MHD, and Eq.

(48) implies
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2dW þ i
su

n
¼ �2pv0

M2

ð
dwdudEdl

þ
dh� nw

na

" #
T
Ŝ T̂
X̂ Ẑ

" #


�
w? �wk

w?

" #þ
dhL

"
w? � wk

w?

" #T

� Ŝ T̂
X̂ Ẑ

" #
nw

na

" ##
: (100)

Clearly, all the operations are self-adjoint, and the torque

su ¼ 0 if df ¼ L½dJ � is self-adjoint without collisions. In

the matrix representations used in Sec. IV, one can also

show

2dW þ i
su

n
¼ 4p2

ð
dw N†

aAkNa þ N†
aBuN

0
w þ N†

aCuNw

�
þ N0†wB

†
l Na þ N†

wC
†
l NaþN0†wDkN

0
w þ N0†wEuNw

þ N†
wE

†
l N
0
w þ N†

wHlNwÞ

� 4p2

ð
dw N† �M � Nð Þ; (101)

where NT ¼ ½Na;N0w;Nw�. Eliminating Na and using Eq. (60)

on the force balance, the energy and torque integration

becomes

2dW þ i
su

n
¼ 4p2

ð
dw N†

w FkN
0
w þ KuNw

� �h i0
� 4p2

ð
dw N†

w FkN
0
w þ KuNw

� �0��

� K†
l N
0
w þGkNw

� ��i
¼ 4p2N†

w FkN
0
w þ KuNw

� �
; (102)

since the volumetric term vanishes by the Euler-Lagrange

equation (65).

A. Plasma response matrix

The equation above can be rewritten as

2dW þ i
su

n
¼ N†

wRPNw; (103)

where RP is the plasma response matrix consistent with force

balance. RP can be obtained if one solves general solutions

of the Euler-Lagrange equation. Let Nw be a M�M matrix

containing M linearly independent Nw solutions in each col-

umn. Then

RP ¼ 4p2ðFkN
0
w þ KuNwÞN�1

w : (104)

The plasma response matrix RPðwÞ is non-Hermitian, con-

taining information about both energy and torque driven in

the plasma region ð0;w� associated with the plasma displace-

ment NwðwÞ. The loss of Hermiticity in the plasma response

matrix is the manifestation of non-self-adjointness. In this

case, the stability of the system cannot be determined merely

by the sign of the minimum eigenvalue of RP but requires

the dispersion relation with kinetic inertia and appropriate

boundary conditions such as a resistive wall. In terms of per-

turbed equilibrium, however, one can still address how much

the system will gain or lose energy and torque through each

eigenmode using the eigenvalues of separate eigendecompo-

sitions of the Hermitian and non-Hermitian parts of RP,

respectively.

B. Torque response matrix

The anti-Hermitian part of RP provides the torque asso-

ciated with the plasma displacement for each surface w. It is

more practical, however, to relate the torque and its profile

to driving, external non-axisymmetric perturbations. For

this, one can relate NwðwÞ to the total perturbed field mea-

sured at the plasma boundary U at w ¼ wb and then to the

external perturbed field using the permeability matrix P
through the virtual casing principle, U ¼ PUx.15 The total

field at the boundary is related to the plasma displacement at

the boundary Nwb � NwðwbÞ with U ¼ v0QNwb. All together

2dWþ i
su

n
¼N†

wb NwN�1
wb

� �†

RP NwN�1
wb

� �
Nwb;

¼Ux† NwN�1
wbQ

�1P=v0
� �†

RP NwN�1
wbQ

�1P=v0
� �

Ux;

¼Ux†K�1 wð ÞUx; (105)

where the last expression is similar to one by Boozer,30 but

KðwÞ is the inductance function of the plasma for ð0;w�.
Taking only the Hermitian part, one can show

dW ¼ Ux† K�1 þ K�1†ð Þ
4

Ux � Ux†WX wð ÞUx; (106)

where WX is the energy response matrix function relating the

energy inside w to the external field applied on the plasma

boundary. Similarly, taking the anti-Hermitian part gives

su ¼ Ux† n K�1 � K�1†ð Þ
2i

Ux � Ux†TX wð ÞUx; (107)

and TX is the torque response matrix function for external

fields at the boundary.

The torque response matrix function is a unique and sig-

nificant result of the formulation presented in this paper.

TXðwÞ contains all the information about any possible tor-

ques from external fields, for a given axisymmetric equilib-

rium. The torque here is identical to what is called the NTV

torque and is self-consistent with the first order perturbed

equilibrium force balance. Therefore, optimization of exter-

nal fields for NTV applications is just a matter of examining

TXðwÞ. In fact, NTV represents neoclassical transport driven

by non-axisymmetric fields in tokamaks and thus TXðwÞ pro-

vides a method of systematic 3D neoclassical optimization

in tokamaks, which can also be extended to stellarators with

the relevant drift-kinetic model. Note that in the past, NTV

or neoclassical optimization of the external 3D field has

been considered a complicated non-linear problem requiring

the applications of various non-linear optimizers such as

STELLOPT.31
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The torque response matrix function itself is obviously

Hermitian by Eq. (107), having eigenvalues and eigenvec-

tors. For example, the maximum eigenvalue is the maximum

torque inducible inside a given radius ð0;w� with unit nor-

malized field or power, and its eigenvector corresponds to

the external field required to generate that maximum torque.

Similarly, the minimum eigenvalue and eigenvector corre-

spond to the minimum torque that any unit external field can

produce and so on. More complex optimizations are possible

as well, such as localized NTV optimization between

ðw1;w2Þ, when the total torque is fixed or power of field at

the boundary is fixed. The TXðwÞ may be required to be posi-

tive definite for some of these problems, as otherwise con-

straints such as fixed total torque can make the problem

singular. However, as long as the questions and constraints

are well-posed, TXðwÞ turns the very complicated non-linear

neoclassical 3D optimizations into simple quadratic matrix

optimization problems.

VII. DRIVEN NON-AXISYMMETRIC FORCE BALANCE

The direct treatment of non-axisymmetric force balance

described in Secs. I–VI enables the simple addition of any

arbitrary force d~F ¼ dFw
~rwþ dF h

~rhþ dFu
~ru. The

parallel force balance in Sec. IV B indicates b̂ � d~F ¼ 0 to

have a solution, giving a constraint ~rdF h ¼ �q~rdFu and

thus d~F ¼ dFw
~rw� dFu

~ra. The toroidal and radial com-

ponents of force balance are then simply

AkNa þ BuN
0
w þ CuNw ¼ F u; (108)

ðDkN
0
w þ EuNw þ B†

l NaÞ0 ¼ E†
l N
0
w þ HkNw þ C†

l Na þ F w;

(109)

where F ðw;uÞ represents a vector with Fourier elements of

each dF ðw;uÞ. The Euler-Lagrange equation becomes an

inhomogeneous vector differential equation

ðFkN
0
w þ KuNwÞ0 � ðK†

l N
0
w þGkNwÞ ¼ F d; (110)

where the driving force F d is given by

F d ¼ �ðBlA
�1
k F uÞ0 þ ClA

�1
k F u þ F w: (111)

The particular solution of this equation will change the inter-

nal structure of the perturbed magnetic field and displace-

ment, as well as the coupling to the vacuum region. It will

also change the energy and torque associated with the pertur-

bation. Eliminating Na by Eq. (108) and using Eq. (111) to

eliminate the volumetric term, one can obtain

2dW þ i
su

n
¼ 4p2N†

w FkN
0
w þ KuNw þ B†

l A
�1
k F u

� �
; (112)

which is similar to Eq. (102).

VIII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This paper presents a new Euler-Lagrange equation

derived from force balance with first order anisotropic pres-

sure driven by non-axisymmetric fields. Like Glasser’s ideal

Euler-Lagrange equation, the new form is toroidally general-

ized using magnetic coordinates. As just discussed, an arbi-

trary driven force r~F can also be added as an

inhomogeneous term of the Euler-Lagrange equation.

Comparing the Newcomb cylindrical equation, the Glasser

toroidal equation, the toroidal anisotropic equation and the

toroidal driven force balance equation, one has,

• ðfn0Þ0 � gn ¼ 0,
• ðFiN0w þ KiNwÞ0 � ðK†

i N
0
w þGiNwÞ ¼ 0,

• ðFkN0w þ KuNwÞ0 � ðK†
l N
0
w þGkNwÞ ¼ 0,

• ðFkN0w þ KuNwÞ0 � ðK†
l N
0
w þGkNwÞ ¼ F d.

The cylindrical Newcomb equation is a scalar differential

equation for each (m, n), but the toroidally generalized ver-

sion by Glasser is subjected to poloidal mode coupling, lead-

ing to a vector differential equation. It is quite

straightforward to extend Glasser’s equation to full 3D

geometry, e.g., stellarator geometry, with a poloidally and

toroidally coupled vector differential equation. This is future

work, and an important issue will be how to properly treat

ideal constraints near resonant surfaces when magnetic surfa-

ces may be intrinsically absent in the unperturbed state.

Including the anisotropic pressure tensor, the force balance

equation is generally not self-adjoint, which is manifested in

the non-Hermitian matrices Fk;Kðu;lÞ;Gk. The resulting

equation is called a non-Hermitian Euler-Lagrange equation

for dW, although it is not a result of a variational method but

derived directly from the three components of force balance.

Finally, the inhomogeneous non-Hermitian Euler-Lagrange

equation can be constructed if an arbitrary force is driven in

the plasma volume.

The new matrices Fk;Kðu;lÞ;Gk are composite matrices

with 9 modified matrices M, as shown in Eqs. (66)–(69). The

matrices in M contain action integrals in general geometry

and can be calculated in integral form if a perturbed distribu-

tion function is given, as presented in Sec. IV C. As shown in

Sec. V, the matrices M can be obtained in various drift-

kinetic models, including collisionless Kruskal-Oberman,

CGL, Pocelli, or collisional 1=�-regime, �-regime, SBP-

regime, and combined formulation for orbit resonances in

general tokamak geometry. When the collisional effects are

accounted for, the method yields force balance self-consistent

with neoclassical torque by ~r � dP$ .

The energy and torque integral with this force balance

represents physical quantities of the second order in pertur-

bations as shown in Eq. (102). When the Euler-Lagrange

equation is solved for M linearly independent solutions, one

can construct the general plasma response matrix, which is

non-Hermitian with energy and torque. Changing basis from

displacements to external fields and taking the anti-

Hermitian part, one can derive the torque response matrix,

Eq. (107). The torque response matrix function TXðwÞ pro-

vides all the information for self-consistent NTV torque pro-

file variations that external magnetic perturbations can

possibly generate. It can thus be used to systematically opti-

mize fields for desired torque profiles.

The numerical implementation of the formulations pre-

sented here are straightforward when M is supplied by
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subroutines, by integrating the new Euler-Lagrange equation

with M linearly independent boundary conditions, and by

coupling the solutions to external systems. As this procedure

has already been successfully implemented in DCON and

IPEC, these codes have been extended to build a general per-

turbed equilibrium code (GPEC). GPEC is not a stability

code unless a Hermitian kinetic limit is taken (e.g., Kruskal-

Oberman), but it does calculate the kinetic force balance, as

well as self-consistent NTV torque. The numerical imple-

mentation and applications of GPEC will be presented in

separate works.

The addition of an arbitrary driven force gives the inho-

mogeneous Euler-Lagrange equation for dW, which will

have important future applications. For example, perturbed

equilibrium could be calculated consistent with non-

axisymmetric neutral beam injection torque. Another inter-

esting example is the incorporation of NTV torque calcula-

tions by first-principle transport codes such as XGC0,32

POCA,33 and FORTEC-3D34 into the general perturbed equi-

librium code through this inhomogeneous term. When a

transport code supplies the perturbed distribution function

and first-order neoclassical torque as a function of space

based on a given d~B structure, one can solve the inhomoge-

neous Euler-Lagrange equation to update d~B. This iterative

process provides a unique path to integrating perturbed equi-

librium and computationally demanding transport codes.
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APPENDIX: MATRIX OPERATORS ON GENERAL
COORDINATES

The ideal matrices used in Eqs. (21) and (22), or Mi in

Eq. (63), are functions of geometry, p0 and q. Following

Glasser’s notations for metric tensors, define the indices 1, 2,

and 3 for ðw; h;uÞ and the geometric matrix

Gabð Þmm0 �
1

2p

þ
dhei m0�mð Þh~ea �~eb

J ; (A1)

where ~eða;bÞ are covariant basis vectors. Also, define

M � mdmm0 ; Q � ðm� nqÞdmm0 , and Jacobian matrix

J � 1

2p

þ
dhei m0�mð ÞhJ : (A2)

Then, Ai; Bi; Ci; Di, Ei; Hi matrices are given by

Ai ¼ v02 nðnG22 þG23MÞ þMðnG32 þG33MÞ½ �; (A3)

Bi ¼ �iv02 nðG22 þ qG23Þ þMðG32 þ qG33Þ½ �; (A4)

Ci ¼ �iv0 v00ðMG32 þ nG22Þ þ ðqv0Þ0ðMG33 þ nG23Þ
	 


�v02ðMG31Qþ nG21QÞ þ ið2pv0f 0Q� np0JÞ; (A5)

Di ¼ v02ðG22 þ qG23 þ qG32 þ q2G33Þ; (A6)

Ei ¼ v0 v00ðG22 þ qG23Þ þ ðqv0Þ0ðG32 þ qG33Þ
	 


�iv02ðG21 þ qG31ÞQþ p0J; (A7)

Hi ¼ v00ðv00G22 þ ðqv0Þ0G23Þ þ ðqv0Þ0ðv00G23 þ ðqv0Þ0G33Þ

þ iv0 v00ðMG12 �G21MÞ þ qðv0Þ0ðMG13 �G31MÞ
	 


þv02QG11Qþ p0ðv00J=v0 þ J0Þ � 2pf 0q0v0I: (A8)

These matrices are identical to (A6) in Ref. 7, except the dif-

ferences in normalization due to Ns ¼ v0Na and ðh;uÞ
defined in ð0; 2pÞ rather than (0, 1), concluding the equiva-

lence between the minimum energy state and force balance.

The composite matrices in Eqs. (24)–(26) in the toroidal

Newcomb equation can be decomposed further with respect

to the singular factor Q. To do this, define b � iðv02=nÞ
ðnG23 þMG33Þ and rewrite Bi ¼ �ði=nÞAi þ bQ. Then, one

can easily show Fi ¼ Q�FiQ and Ki ¼ Q�Ki with

�Fi ¼ ðv0=nÞ2G33 � b†A�1
i b; (A9)

�Ki ¼ �ðv0=nÞðv00G23 þ ðqv0Þ0G33 � iv0G31Q� 2pf 0IÞ
�b†A�1

i Ci; (A10)

which are again identical to the definitions in Ref. 7.

The non-Hermitian composite matrices in Eqs. (66)–(69)

for the new Euler-Lagrange equation can also be decomposed

with respect to Q, as presented in Eqs. (70)–(72). Define the

kinetic correction as M ¼ Mi þMa, for example, Ak ¼ Ai

þAa; Bu ¼ Bi þ Bau, and Bl ¼ Bi þ Bal, and also write

bau � Bau þ ði=nÞAa and bal � Bal þ ði=nÞAa. Then, one

can show

�Fk ¼ ðv0=nÞ2G33 � b†A�1
k b; (A11)

�Ku ¼ �b†A�1
k Cu � ðv0=nÞðv00G23 þ ðqv0Þ0G33

� iv0G31Q� 2pf 0IÞ; (A12)

�Kl ¼ �C†
l A
�1
k b� ðv0=nÞðv00G23 þ ðqv0Þ0G33

� iv0G31Q� 2pf 0IÞ; (A13)

Pu ¼ b†A�1
k bau; (A14)

Pl ¼ b†A†�1
k bal þ ði=nÞb†ðI� A†�1

k AkÞ; (A15)

R1 ¼ Da �A†
a=n2 þ ði=nÞb†

al � ði=nÞA†
kA
�1
k bau � b†

alA
�1
k bau;

(A16)

R2 ¼ Eau � ði=nÞCau þ ði=nÞðI� A†
kA
�1
k ÞCu � b

†
alA
�1
k Cu;

(A17)

R3 ¼ E†
al þ ði=nÞC†

al � C†
l A
�1
k bau: (A18)

The matrices �Fk and �Ku;l are similar to the ideal ones but

with kinetic corrections through Ak and Cu;l. Assuming that

the kinetic corrections are small, i.e., jMIj � jMaj, one can

see that the matrices Pu;l and R1;2;3 are all small in size.

Thus, despite the absence of the singularity, it can still

be important to separate the Q factor in numerical

implementations.
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